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Abstract:  Object Detection in the moving scene is one of the critical researches in the field of computer science due the change in 

the size of object, speed, occlusions, and appearance variations. Particularly feature selection for the object is essential task during 

object detection. The process of object reorganization is called object detection. Object detection is useful in vehicle automation, 

traffic control, parking and many more places where we need object recognition. In this paper we focused on effectively object 

detection in any moving scene and compare our algorithm with the previous algorithm. On the other hand, few methods use the 

earlier existing information about object shape, color, texture and so on .this research suggest new goal ,result to tracking object 

in the video frame. 

 

IndexTerms - Object detection, machine learning , Artificial Neural Network (ANN) , Feedbacks networks. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Object detection is recognition of particular object from video of complex multiple line and shape .object detection is used in 

parking area, face recognition and traffic control etc.[1] .now days number of application are used object detection. Recently there 

is large number of camera network are used for capturing the object in the video. This escalating quantity of cameras could allow 

novel signal processing applications which occupy several sensors in wide areas. Object tracking is new technology in moving 

object during frame sequence with camera. Their main intend is to relate the target objects as well as the shape or features, location 

of the objects in successive video sequence  .firstly tracking is the first step during localization  and prediction      

 The moving object in the frame. Object features like size ,color, shape ,pattern etc are used for detecting the moving object in 

the frame. Object detection is one form of computer vision that's gaining momentum in both the enterprise and consumer -facing 

tech communities. Though  tracking  has a large number of benefits like traffic analysis, object detection can help to improve 

security system , object detection can help To parking system ,it can help in full automation, public area like underground station 

,airport, mass events and animation[2,3] .thus the particular application require large amount of calculation ,accuracy and per 

fraction on the network. The profits associated to computing and communication relies on the quantity and type of cooperation 

executed among cameras for data gathering, provision and processing to verify decisions and to reduce the belief errors and 

ambivalence. In this paper we will study and compare the previous study towards object tracking using video sequences during 

different phases. 

Three key steps in video analysis are discussed as follows: 

1. Detection of targeted object in moving sequence. 

2. Object tracking based on one frame to another frame. 

3. Tracking of the object from camera to camera.   

1.1 Deep Neural Networks 

A deep neural network is an artificial neural network with multiple layers between the input and output layers. Neurons 

synapses, weights, biases and functions are components that consists in the neural network .neural network can be different type but 

they consists same components. Deep neural network is a neural network with   several level of complexity, a neural network of 

multiple layers. Deep neural networks use sophisticated mathematical modeling to process data in complex ways.   

1.2 Artificial Neural Network 
It is the base of the artificial intelligence and solve the problems that would prove difficult by human. Input and output are the 

components. The input are what the ann learns from to produce the desired outputs. Back propagation is used to guide artificial 

neural networks.now days  ann is used for practical applications like personal communication ,industry and education so on. 

 
Fig 1 : Artificial Neural network 

Types of neural network 

 

1.2.1 Feed Forward Neural Network   
In this neural network ,data passes through the different input nodes until it reaches the output node. It is the simplest neural 

network. In this network data moves only in one direction until reaches the output. 
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Fig 2 feed forward neural network 

          

1.2.2 Radial Basis Function Neural Network 
In the area of mathematical modeling a radial basis function  is used as activation network. The output of the network is linear 

combination of radial basis functions of the inputs and neuron parameters.    

1.2.3 Multilayer Perceptron 
Multilayer perceptron is a supplement of feed forward neural network. The input layer , output layer and hidden layer are used 

in the multilayer perceptron. The hidden layer placed in between input layer and output layer .the input layer receives the input 

signal .the output layer gives all the output after processing. 

II. LITERATUR REVIEW 

In 2016 Liu et al [4] presented a simple and straightforward network called as Single Shot multi-box Detector (SSD) which is 

capable of delivering real-time performance at high accuracy. This network does not utilize regional proposal method. In this 

network, the object localization and classification are performed in a single forward pass of the network while using a technique 

known as ‘multi-box’ for performing the bounding box regression. The SSD is hence capable of performing end-to-end 

computations in 2014 Lewis [5], in his paper, proposed a DIY network called as simple net, that performs deep object recognition 

without pre-processing or deep evaluations that are otherwise very costly. In 2016 Kong et al [6], presented a network called as 

hyper net, which is capable of detecting objects at multiple scales by performing detection at multiple output layers. In the earlier 

study most of the researcher focused towards Object detection (Ben Ayed et al., 2015; Najva and Bijoy, 2016;,Object tracking 

(Bagherpour et al., 2012; Coşkun and Ünal, 2016; Foytik et al., 2011;Weng et al., 2013;The fundamental flow diagram of an object 

tracking shown in figure 3.        

 

                          

 

 

 

                              Fig 3: Fundamental flow diagram of Object tracking 

III. STUDIES RELATED TO OBJECT DETECTION 

The detection of an object in video sequence plays a significant role in many applications [13] . The different types of object 

detection are shown in figure 4. 

 

 
Fig 4: Types of object detection 

 
Using the previous study we conclude, and compare that Temporal Differencing object detection method basic principal is 

Pixel-wise Subtraction of Current & Background frame, computation time is low, and accuracy is high [14,15]. Another method is 

optical flow its basic principal is Uses optical flow distribution characteristics of pixels of object, computation time is moderate to 

high and accuracy is high [16]. 
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IV.  STUDIES RELATED TO OBJECT TRACKING: 

Object tracking means estimating the state of the target object present in the scene from previous information .the tracking 

method can be classified into three category : point tracking , Kernel Tracking and  Silhoutte Tracking. Multiple object tracking and 

single object tracking is used to track the object in the scene.MOT, is a computer vision task that aims to analyses videos to identify 

and track objects belonging to one or more categories.  During comparative study of object tracking method we perceive that point 

tracking kalman filter method uses kalman filter algorithm and its computational time low to moderate ,accuracy is moderate so this 

method can be applicable to track point even in noisy image[17].point tracking particle tracking method uses recursive bayes 

filtering algorithm , computational time moderate to high, accuracy is high according to some study this method is Not suitable for 

real-time applications due to huge calculations [18] . Point tracking another method is  multiple Hypothesis tracking uses MHT 

algorithm ,computational time is low ,accuracy low to moderate and this approach is high computation in memory and time [19] 

.Simple template  matching method uses Matching region of interest in video algorithm for tracking ,computational speed is low to 

moderate and accuracy is low ,this approach is Require equal model for each section of attention for every picture . Mean shift 

method uses Expression & location of object algorithm , computational speed low and speed is moderate this method  Can be used 

for real-time applications due to fewer calculations [20].support vector machine method uses positive and negative algorithm 

,computational speed is  moderate ,speed is also moderate , Can handle single image and partial occlusions . Contour matching 

tracking method uses Gradient Descent Algorithm ,computational speed is moderate , speed is moderate to high according to some 

study this method require  time for state space estimation .shape matching method uses Hough transform algorithm ,computational 

speed is high and speed is also high this method  Need to enhance the performance [21]. 

 

 

                     
Fig 5: Comparative Study of Object Classification Methods 

 

 

V.  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 We are focusing on a development which  helps us in a tracking of objects .we track a objects in such a way that trusted 

predictions of these objects can be determined .we check the performance of the proposed network architecture in terms of speed 

and accuracy , a comparison will be done using the mean average precision (map) metric .further ,the performance of (MOT) 

should be inspect with run time performance .according to some researcher face detection using colure information availability 

.This technique is capable to detect faces from  low resolution picture .this model is helpful to detect faces from moving video 

sequences [22].though real time tracking   

Instances are horizontal to sound which together with luggage of Laplace noise, background clutter, and salt-and-pepper noise. 

In such cases, the methods of LS- criterion are into serious degradation and hence precise assessment of noise could not be 

performed. Through the analysis of existing researchers, Guan et al. (2012) and Harter (1974) claim that least absolute deviation 

(LAD) has better efficiency in estimation of noise than LS, especially in cases where heavy-tailed noise prevails .on the other hand 

real time object  tracking issue consider the other representation data which include intensity ,color ,edge ,wavelet and 

texture[23,24,25,26]Object tracking in moving scene could  be improved by  considering the such characteristics in object 

representation . 
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VI. CONCLUSION: 

In this paper we studied on different research on object detection, object recognition and object tracking methods .We also 

discuss the Comparative Study of Object Tracking Methods and Comparative Study of Object Detection technique .For this 

research paper we go through previous research papers those are very helpful for innovating a new technique for object tracking in 

the moving sequence. The bibliography content is the most significant contribution of research since it will lead to a new area of 

research. We have noted that during this paper some methods are good in accuracy but they are complex in practical 

implementation. 
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